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Abstract— One of the simplest ways that to induce user’s 

message provides multiple style choices to customise each 

quality of user’s chart. Embody made commenting and 

pictures Our application permits users to gift raw survey 

information in a lovely visual and interactive format. 

Produce user’s visual image from surpass, Google docs, 

Surveys and huge information sets. User may produce 

visualizations by connecting to a live information via the 

appliance Analytics API. Produce extremely made-to-order 

visualizations with our self-service, intuitive, drag and drop 

visualiser. All charts area unit absolutely interactive with 

information pop-ups, show/hide series, zoom & pan. We can 

Use pre-defined style templates or produce user’s own. Save 

user’s style as templates for all user visualizations. Share 

user’s   visualizations with one or additional collaborators – 

within or outside the organization.  User will add SEO-rich 

visualizations to websites. Share via emails, newsletters or 

social networks via computer address. Update visual image 

anyplace on the net with new information. Business user 

will promote business through facts. Insert pictures and 

logos to whole user’s charts. Proliferate through multiple 

channels and on social. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Real-time knowledge visualization solutions will give 

substantial and noticeable come for firms that use these tools 

effectively. 

Wielding knowledge in real time may be extremely 

advantageous for organizations of all sizes and across 

industries, as this capability empowers staff with the 

resources they have to optimize performance in several 

situations. At identical time, organizations cannot expect to 

easily collect and churn raw info into insight while not the 

correct tools. This has driven the necessity for visual 

knowledge discovery technologies that create otherwise 

complicated info easier to know. 

A recent Aberdeen cluster survey of quite two 

hundred business executives highlighted the impact of 

period knowledge visualization tools within the 

geographical point. In different words, businesses with 

period knowledge visualization tools are able to create 

higher selections a lot of often rather than relying strictly on 

instinct. This creates area for clear competitive benefits. 

In addition to providing price on the spot, firms 

that use period knowledge visualization solutions also are 

able to get a lot of out of their overall business intelligence 

methods. In step with the Aberdeen cluster, seventy one 

percent  of companies victimization period visualization 

platforms even have ad-hoc analytical services that permit 

numerous groups throughout the geographical point to 

require full advantage of the data in their possession. 

Real-time knowledge visualizations also are able to 

give simply distinguishable returns.  

Experts typically agree that visualization 

technologies may be extremely helpful for firms that are 

grasp the massive knowledge development and made to trot 

out progressively complicated and numerous info sets. As a 

result of legerity is important in today\'s competitive 

business world, executives got to empower their workforces 

with period solutions that may convert data into simply 

understood insight as quickly as potential. 

II. SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM 

A. Clarity: 

It’s plenty easier to know a dial or graph than numbers. The 

viewer understands what you're making an attempt to 

mention at a primary sight. 

B. Saving Time: 

Visualization Saves Time By Giving Clear Idea About Data. 

C. Less Confusion: 

It is not tough tourge confused once managing several 

numbers  as you truly have to be compelled to study them to 

be ready to perceive the communicated data. victimization 

visual presentation of numbers, however, dramatically 

reduces confusion as a result of the audience doesn't have to 

be compelled to method the numbers to be ready to see 

wherever you're going. 

III. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

A. Connecter: 

Application provides four totally different choices for 

uploading user’s dataset. 

 Excel programme 

 Google programme 

 API 

 Users new knowledge set 

B. Tool: 

Tool choice provides totally different kind of choices as 

charts formats, templates thus image is done in no time. 

Chart choices provided ar listed below- 

 Bar 

 Stacked Bar 

 Ring 

 Half-Ring 

 Area 

 Combo 

 Line 

 Column 
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C. Charts: 

1) Embed Code:  

User will copy and paste into user’s web site or diary 

2) URL:  

Sharing is through with universal resource locator  

3) Social Media Sharing:  

Charts are shared on the social media with the assistance of 

various sharing choices. 

4) SEO:   

Even the charts is used for SEO tagging  

5) Live:  

Application helps to publish live charts 

D. Customized Templates: 

Templates is organized and used in step with the necessity, 

following customization is done 

 Width and height 

 Background color 

 Line color 

 Line thickness 

 Font color 

 Font size 

 Grid line colours and grid line thickness 

 Data series colours management 

 Title management 

E. Formatting Tool: 

Items is changed by font, color, width, etc. disapproval 

user’s chart with a brand can increase user’s on-line 

presence and make sure that user get attribution for user’s 

knowledge, particularly once user’s public charts are shared 

across internet sites. 

1) Axis customization – class axis 

2) Grid Lines – grid lines is custom-built 

3) Chart space – the border that outlines user’s 

graphical knowledge 

4) Background – back color  

5) Data Series  – knowledge series is accessorial or 

changed 

6) Legend – is that the key box for the live axis 

7) Data Values – values on the charts 

8) Comment Text data format – text boxes used 

For commenting, user will attach comment boxes to desired 

knowledge series 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Data visualization presents the information in a very 

approach that the director will simply interpret, saving time 

and energy. as an example, the graph on top of shows the 

quantity of units that correspond to every age (represented 

by the color gradient) yet because the responsibility because 

the age of a unit will increase. in a very matter of seconds, 

the director will see that units approaching ten years ancient 

are some forty perc. reliable. This visual simplifies the 

information, instantly informative the factors touching the 

responsibility of the telephone motors. 

Interactive charts and graphs create it easier for call 

manufacturers across all organizations to: 

1) Identify areas that require attention or 

improvement. 

2) Understand what factors influence your customers’ 

behavior. 

3) Know that merchandise to position wherever. 

4) Predict sales volumes. 

5) Discover a way to increase revenues or scale back 

expenses. 

V. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In existing system research may be a long and confusing 

work, assembling knowledge and modeling information and 

visualization are often time intense and user have to be 

compelled to be intimate severally . thanks to the number of 

information collected on the age and responsibility of the 

telephone motors, a standard electronic computer program 

cannot visually represent the data presentation limitations. 

And, if written out, the spreadsheets would be a banging pile 

of paper on the director’s table. In each cases, the director 

would pay hours looking out among thousands of rows and 

columns of information with still no concrete answer to the 

first question concerning the link between the motor’s age 

and its responsibility. 

 
Fig. 1: Login 

 
Fig. 2: Dashboard 

 

Fig. 3: Check Description Option 
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Fig. 4: Insert Option 

 
Fig. 5: Creating New Data Set 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Application is useful in displaying the results of information 

operations in an exceedingly format that communicates 

primarily through shapes, colours, and/or naturalistic 

pictures. Information visualizations nearly always have 

labels to identify/explain the non-verbal content. 

Visualization was a minor consider most businesses up till a 

number of years ago–but that has modified dramatically. 

Here’s why: 

1) There’s plenty additional information to affect. 

2) Additional folks within the business got to see and 

perceive information. 

3) Information is being employed in additional 

advanced ways that. 

4) Visualizations square measure abundant easier to 

provide. 

VII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Till now we have included all the required features needed 

by the client.  In future we can add more option/ features as 

needed. 

 We can implement integration with different data 

platforms. 

 We can give practice mode to the end user to make 

the application more flexible. 
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